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Forms of Growing Foods
❏ Tower Gardening
❏ Self Watering System 
❏ Urban Farming



Tower Garden
● A Tower Garden is a vertical system, an aeroponic structure allows up to 

twenty plants. This can hold fruits, vegetables and also flowers, tia can 
also grow three times faster than normal growing methods. 
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Self Watering System
●  A self watering is important  and simple to create for our door plants 

.Because  it’s much easier ways to keep plants in your garden.  Also  self 
watering  can actually benefit  the plants themselves ,  it helping them the soil 
to retain .
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Urban Farming
● A farm that is cultivating and distributing to others  in the country, town 

and cities also. 
● They have formed different associations that go forwards and provide 

special attention. 



What is Urban Gardening?
● Growing pants of all different types and also forms of plants. This is 

considered an urban and also having them on small patios and porches. 
There are so many different types of urban gardening and conditions too.



Promotion of Food Security
● Making sure that over twenty plus countries have safe and healthy food 

provided for the communities. 
● This organizations is also still trying to end world hunger for good this 

time. 
● Focusing more on  feeding children so they can get more nourishment.  
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